
DISCOVER 
EXCELLENCE
Learn about the Shingo 
Model™ and the underlying 
principles behind the 
Shingo Prize philosophy and 
approach in this 2 day 
workshop designed to assist 
you in your organisations 
cultural transformation.
 
Includes real-time 
discussions and on-site 
learning from a host 
organisation. 

DATES AND VENUE

Auckland
9th-10th March 2020

HOST
Metro Performance Glass

WORKSHOP FEE 
$1995 +gst    (early bird)*

$2495 +gst   (full price)

 * register before end of January 2020
to qualify for early bird fee

Successful businesses have a shared vision, they are great 
places to work where performance excellence is deeply 
embedded in the organisations culture.

In this workshop developed by the Shingo Institute you will 
learn about a behavioural based approach to improvement 
that encompasses the whole organisation in what we call 
Enterprise Excellence.

Performance is measured both in terms of business results 
and the degree to which business, management and work 
systems are driving appropriate and ideal behaviour at all 
levels.

Who should attend?

Managers in VP and C-suite roles, Business Unit Heads of 
Lean/CI/Enterprise Excellence, Directors, site managers and 
anyone looking to apply the Shingo Model™



Your Facilitator - Chris Butterworth

Contact us
If you have any questions about this event you can 
contact Chris directly or his colleague Richard Steel, 
S A Partners' Managing Consultant in New Zealand, 

chris.butterworth@sapartners.com
 +61(0)447 783 877
richard.steel@sapartners.com
 0274 515 298

▷ This is an intensive learning experience with 
real-time discussions and on-site learning.

▷ The workshops are hosted by leading 
organisations at one of their exemplar facilities 
enabling you to “Go/See” behaviours needed in a 
C I culture.

▷  Participate in a practical assessment at the 
host company to understand the application of the 
Shingo Model™

▷  The programme is highly interactive and 
designed to make your learning meaningful and 
immediately applicable

▷  Learn from other organisations experiences as 
you take part in a range of hands on activities and 
group discussions.

▷ Small Group maximum 12 delegates

To find out more about the Shingo Model™ 
visit their website www.shingo.org

Key features of this innovative program

About us
Founded by Professor  Peter Hines (co-founder of the Cardiff 
University Lean Enterprise Research Centre) in 1996. S A Partners are 
Leading global providers of Lean training and consultancy dedicated to 
helping organisations embed a sustainable culture of improvement.   www.sapartners.com

Chris Butterworth is founder of S A Partners Australia 
and New Zealand, a certified Shingo Institute master 
level facilitator and Shingo examiner. 

He has had many years of experience operating 
at senior management level in multinational 
organizations such as JCB, Jaguar and Corus.
A winner of the ‘Best New Speaker of the Year 2014’ 
TEC ( The Executive Connection) award. In 2019 he 
was honored with two Shingo Publication
Awards for the widely acclaimed books, 4+1-
Embedding a Culture of Continuous Improvement
and The Essence of Excellence.

Chris Butterworth, Founder
S A Partners (Asia Pacific)
chris.butterworth@sapartners.com
 +61 (0) 447 783 877


